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Homecrest Cabinetry brings your built-to-order, one-of-a-kind designs to life through our exclusive Custom Choice program. The robust capabilities of this exclusive program allow you to create unique, highly personalized designs to your exact specifications. The only thing missing are the extra costs and shipping delays you might encounter elsewhere. Talk to your designer for more information.
JUNO textured laminate tusk

A showstopper space like this brings fashion to a whole new level. Combine trendy textures and moody hues, and before you know it, you’ll be basking in a contemporary utopia.
BRENNER willow

Turn the corner on design with a kitchen that echoes your appreciation for detail. The Custom Choice dry bar is tastefully tailored for entertaining, while the soft, versatile hue of Willow provides a perfect backdrop, allowing your style to evolve over time.
DOVER maple karoo

Our definition of rustic-meets-modern is a fusion of the perfect wood tone finish complemented by cool aluminum framed doors. The fact that Homecrest indulges your desire for unique style without overwhelming your pocketbook only adds to its appeal.
DOVER galaxy

Coupling a statement-making color with classic Shaker style forges a harmonious union that is both timeless yet on-trend. Shades of gray and earthy neutrals lend a grounded yet dramatic feel to this otherwise simple kitchen space.
Enveloping you in comfort, this bathroom embodies relaxation. Proving that beautiful cabinets aren’t only for the kitchen, this double vanity does double duty in terms of functionality and fashion.
MONTELLA french vanilla

Classically beautiful and beautifully functional, this French Vanilla kitchen checks all the boxes. Cleverly concealed storage solutions are pure joy to those with an out-of-sight, out-of-mind mantra.

◀ appliance garage  ▲ wine storage cabinet
LAUTNER  sand dollar with brownstone glaze

Glazing highlights the subtle details on this traditional door for a space that exudes comfort. With a balanced mix of open shelving and closed storage solutions, and perfectly appointed finishing touches, you will look for reasons to linger in the kitchen.

▲ wood hood canopy
WARNER alpine with husk glaze and cadet

Bold, cool blue that evokes the depths of the sea meets its perfect complement in creamy white. Attention to detail and design creativity yield a crisp-looking space brimming with personality and visual harmony.
LAUREL cherry bison

The age old story of handsome finish meets classic design is retold in a new light. The beautiful crown moulding and floating shelves perfectly personalize this design and make the script entirely yours.
DOVER maple buckboard

Cleverly placed storage solutions add functionality to this kitchen and breakfast nook combo. Timeless style and finish make this space as classic as it is cozy.
ARBOR rustic hickory buckboard

Prairie-inspired cabinetry and rustic choices in hardware and finish come together to create a comfortable yet sophisticated aesthetic. The wood hood and country sink base add visual interest while open shelving provides an opportunity for personalization.
Attractive inside and out, the soft, cool wood tones, muted finishes and unexpected twists in cabinet design make this small kitchen charming. Clever, hard-hitting storage solutions make it efficient.

WESTLAKE cherry anchor

spice pull-down rack ▲ tablet holder ▲ sink base caddy
SEDONA french vanilla

The epitome of “bathroom goals,” this inspired, refreshing space offers an abundance of hidden storage and open shelving. The simple, trend-forward vanity is practical yet polished, adding to the spa-like feel.
RAINER maple terrain

The rich tone of contemporary Maple cabinets punctuated with slick stainless accents creates a masculine space with urban appeal...the perfect setting for kitchen experimentation!
EASTPORT maple anchor with ebony glaze

The hub of the home and backdrop for everything important in life, a thoughtfully designed kitchen invites family and friends to linger. Large windows flood the room with natural light, balancing the abundance of glazed Maple cabinets.
A happy place indeed, this cozy entertainment space invites you to snuggle in and binge on your current favorite series. The wall bookshelves provide ample storage for beloved reads and offer plenty of space to express your personality.
HERSHING willow

When entertaining is a passion, a well-designed wet bar is key. With glass door cabinets backlit to display stemware, clever storage for your favorite vintage and open shelving to showcases your prized collection of spirits, hosting friends for a night in never looked so stylish!
Coordinated and organized, this two-for-one space collects stray shoes and wandering backpacks while giving laundry essentials a stylish space to call home. Unique cabinet applications and open shelving give a fresh face to the daily grind.
**OGILBY** maple buckboard

Elegant, raised panel cabinetry lends a sophisticated vibe to this otherwise casual space. Built-in cabinets featuring our trend-forward Buckboard finish look well-appointed, while glass cabinet doors and open shelving provide an opportunity for personal expression.
1. 36” SuperCabinet™
2. Cookware Organizer
3. Base Utensil Pantry Pull-out
4. Base Utensil Pantry Pull-out with Knife Block
5. Wall Spice Pull-out
6. Sink Base Caddy
7. Full Height Base Waste Basket
8. Chrome Spice Rack
1. Fluted Classic Column
2. Lille Foot
3. Shaker Crown Moulding
4. Aluminium Frame Doors
5. Light Rail Moulding
6. Kensington Bun Foot
7. Crown Moulding
TEXTURED GLASS

- Antique
- Beveled
- Frost
- Reeded
- Rice Paper
- Seeded
DOOR STYLES

*Also available in arch

- Maple
- Cherry
- Oak
- Hickory
- Rustic Hickory

ARBOR

BAYPORT

BEXLEY

BEXLEY 5-PIECE

BRENNER

MADISON

MONTELLA

MONTELLA 5-PIECE

OGILBY

OGILBY 5-PIECE
DOOR STYLES

*Also available in arch

HERSHING

HERSHING 5-PIECE

JORDAN

JORDAN 5-PIECE

LAUREL*

WARNER

WESTLAKE

JUNO

tusk

cavern

TEXTURED LAMINATE DOORSTYLES
Traditional Overlay

Modified Full Overlay

LAUREL 5-PIECE

LAUTNER

LAUTNER 5-PIECE

LAWRY

LAWRY 5-PIECE

THERMOFOIL DOORSTYLES

SEDONA
willow

SEDONA 5-PIECE
alpine

CARA
white

HARBOUR COURT*
white

HARBOUR COURT 5-PIECE
white
FINISHES

STAINS

NATURAL
HONEY
FALLOW (Q2)*
TOFFEE
NECTAR
TERRAIN
CHESTNUT
CINNAMON

KAROO
ANCHOR
BISON
SORREL
PORTER
DERBY
BUCKBOARD
JAVA

STAIN GLAZES*†

BROWNSTONE
COCOA
EBONY
HUSK
RYE
SMOKE

TEXTURED LAMINATES

TUSK
CAVERN

* Ask your designer for details.

† Tusk available with Maple Anchor box color.
■ Cavern available with Maple Buckboard box color.

Shown on Karoo. Glazes are available on all stains.
For final color selection, see your Homecrest dealer.

The door and/or drawer front center panel may be constructed of Medium Density Board (MDF). Facings may consist of other hardwood components.

Aloe, Cadet, Galaxy & Onyx not available on Rainier.

* Thermofoil finish availability varies by door style. See your Homecrest dealer for details.

† Glazes not available on Rainier.

* For representation only. All finishes are available with all glazes. For final color selection, see your Homecrest dealer.

The door and/or drawer front center panel may be constructed of Medium Density Board (MDF). Facings may consist of other hardwood components.

Aloe, Cadet, Galaxy & Onyx not available on Rainier.
STANDARD CONSTRUCTION

- **CABINET BOX**
  - BACK: 3/8” Furniture board
  - TOP & BOTTOM: 3/8” Furniture board
  - SIDES: 1/2” Furniture board
  - INTERIOR: Natural Maple laminate
  - EXTERIOR SIDES: Laminate to match specified finish
    - Aloe, Cadet and Onyx opaque finishes will have Natural Maple laminate exterior sides
  - TOEKICK: Unfinished furniture board

- **SHELVES**: 3/4” Furniture board with Natural Maple laminate

- **DRAWER BOX**: 1/2” Furniture board sides and 3/8” furniture board bottom with Natural Maple laminate
  - DRAWER GUIDES: 3/4 Extension epoxy coated steel wrap around guides

OPTIONAL PLYWOOD* ENDS

- **SIDES**: 1/2” Plywood
- **INTERIOR**: Natural Maple laminate
- **EXTERIOR SIDES**: 1/2” Finished plywood veneer (PEF) or 1/2” unfinished plywood veneer (PEU)

OPTIONAL ALL PLYWOOD*

- **CABINET BOX**
  - BACK: 3/8” Plywood
  - TOP & BOTTOM: 3/8” Plywood
  - SIDES: 1/2” Plywood
  - INTERIOR: Natural Maple laminate
  - EXTERIOR SIDES: 1/2” Finished plywood veneer (APF) or 1/2” unfinished plywood veneer (APU)
  - TOEKICK: Unfinished plywood

- **SHELVES**: 3/4” Plywood with Natural Maple laminate

- **DRAWER BOX**: 1/2” Furniture board sides and 3/8” furniture board bottom with Natural Maple laminate
  - DRAWER GUIDES: 3/4 Extension epoxy coated steel wrap around guides

SOFTOUCH™ UPGRADES

* All plywood components meet ANSI/HPVA HP-1 standards and may contain MDF or particleboard.

DRAWER UPGRADE

- DRAWER BOX & SOFTOUCH: Solid Wood, Dovetailed Drawer with Undermount, Full Extension Guides and SofTouch Self-Closing Mechanism

ROLL TRAY UPGRADE

- WOOD ROLL TRAY WITH SOFTOUCH: Factory Installed, Solid Wood, Dovetailed Tray with SofTouch Full Extension Guides

DOOR UPGRADE

- Fully Concealed, Integrated SofTouch Self-Closing Hinge with 6-Way Adjustability
Homecrest Cabinetry brings your built-to-order, one-of-a-kind designs to life through our exclusive Custom Choice program. The robust capabilities of this exclusive program allow you to create unique, highly personalized designs to your exact specifications. The only thing missing are the extra costs and shipping delays you might encounter elsewhere. Talk to your designer for more information.
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